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Abstract 

Let G be a connected graph. An edge pebbling move on G is the process of removing two 

pebbles from one edge and placing one pebble on the adjacent edge. The cover edge pebbling 

number of G, denoted by  GCPE  is the minimum number of pebbles required to place a pebble 

on all the edges of G, however might be the initial configuration is. In this paper, we determine 

the cover edge pebbling number for Jahangir graphs mmmm JJJJ ,4,3,2,1 ,,,  and .,5 mJ  

1. Introduction 

Lagarias and Saks first suggested the game of pebbling. Later by Chung 

[1], it was introduced into the literature. Removal of two pebbles from one 

vertex and placement of one pebble on the adjacent vertex is called pebbling 

move. Given a connected graph G. The pebbling number  G  of G is the 
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least number of pebbles needed in a graph G so that we can move a pebble to 

any arbitrary target vertex by a sequence of pebbling move whatever might 

be the initial configuration is. 

The concept of cover pebbling was first introduced by Crull [2]. The cover 

pebbling number  GCP  is the least number of pebbles needed in a graph G 

so that we can move one pebble to all the vertices of the graph G. 

In [6] a new concept namely edge pebbling number and cover edge 

pebbling number has been introduced and cover edge pebbling number for 

certain standard graphs namely path, complete graph, friendship graph and 

star graph have been determined. 

In edge pebbling, pebbles will be distributed on the edges of the graph 

instead of the vertices. An edge pebbling move is the process of removing two 

pebbles from one edge and placing one pebble on the adjacent edge. Edge 

pebbling number  GPE  is the minimum number of pebbles needed in a 

graph G to reach any arbitrary target edge by a sequence of edge pebbling 

move regardless of initial configuration of pebbles. The cover edge pebbling 

number  GCPE  is the least number of pebbles needed in a graph G so that 

we can move one pebble to all the edges of the graph G. In this paper we 

establish the cover edge pebbling number for certain classes of Jahangir 

graph. 

2. Cover Edge Pebbling Number 

Definition 2.1[6]. A cover edge pebbling number  GCPE  of a graph G is 

defined as, however the pebbles are initially placed in the edges, the 

minimum number of pebbles required to place a pebble in all the edges. 

Definition 2.2[6]. The distance between two edges x and y is defined    

as,     2,,  ji vvdyxd  where jjii vvyvvx 11,    and  ji vvd ,  is the 

length of the shortest path between iv  and .jv  

Definition 2.3[6]. The distance  xd  of an edge x in a graph G is the sum 

of the distances from x to each other edge of  ,GE  where  GE  is the edge 

set of G. 
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(i.e.)      
  


GEx

yxGEyxydxd .,,  

Definition 2.4[6]. Let  ,GEx   then x is called a key edge if  xd  is a 

maximum. 

Result [6]. After finding the key edge of a graph find the minimum 

number of pebbles to be placed on that key edge such that a pebble is placed 

on each of the edges of the given graph. Then the minimum number of 

pebbles placed on the key edge is the cover edge pebbling number. Using this 

result the following theorems are proved. 

Definition 2.5[5]. Jahangir graph mnJ ,  for 3m  is a graph on 1nm  

vertices, that is, a graph consisting of a cycle nmC  with one additional vertex 

which is adjacent to m vertices of nmC  at distance n to each other on .nmC  

Note. In this paper, one additional vertex which is at the center is 

mentioned as central vertex. 

Theorem 2.6. For      .1184,3,4,3 ,1,1  mmJCPmJ mEm  

Proof.  4,3,1 mJ m  has 1m  vertices and m2  edges. For 3,1J  all the 

edges are key edges. For 4,1J  the edges which lies on the cycle mC  are key 

edges. Choose any one of the key edges from  .4,3,1 mJ m  Let it be .1e  

Each of the key edges are adjacent with 4 edges (i.e.) 1e  is adjacent with 4 

edges. To place one pebble on each of these 4 edges, 824   pebbles are 

needed in 1e  because of adjacency. There are remaining 52 m  edges. On 

finding the shortest path these 52 m  edges can be reached by crossing 

exactly one edge. Therefore  5222 m  pebbles are needed in .1e  All the 

edges except the chosen key edge 1e  have been dealt with. After covering all 

the edges with one pebble, one more pebble has to be placed on .1e  

Hence the cover edge pebbling number of  4,3,1 mJ m  is 

  15228 2  m  

 .118  m  
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Theorem 2.7. For      .31125,5 ,1,1  mmJCPmJ mEm  

Proof.  5,1 mJ m  has 1m  vertices and m2  edges. For  5,1 mJ m  

the edges which lies on the cycle mC  are key edges. Choose any one of the key 

edges. Let it be .1e  1e  is adjacent with 4 edges. ((i.e.) 2 edges from the cycle 

mC  and 2 edges which are incident with the central vertex). To place one 

pebble on each of these 4 edges, 824   pebbles are needed in 1e  because 

of adjacency. There are remaining 3m  edges from mC  and 2m  edges 

which are incident with the central vertex. Among these 3m  edges from 

2,mC  edges can be reached by crossing exactly one edge on finding the 

shortest path. Therefore  222  pebbles are needed in .1e  The remaining 

5m  edges can be reached by crossing exactly 2 edges on finding the 

shortest path. Therefore  523 m  pebbles are needed in .1e  To reach the 

2m  edges which are incident with the central vertex one edge has to be 

crossed. Here in this case  223 m  pebbles are needed in .1e  Altogether, 

     2252228 232  mm  pebbles are needed in .1e  All the edges 

except the chosen key edge 1e  have been dealt with. After covering all the 

edges with one pebble, one more pebble has to be placed on .1e  

Hence the cover edge pebbling number of  5,1 mJ m  

      12252228 232  mm  

.3112  m  

Theorem 2.8. For     .2920,3 ,2,2  mJCPmJ mEm  

Proof.  3,2 mJ m  has 12 m  vertices and m3  edges. For  3,2 mJ m  

the edges which lies on the cycle mC2  are key edges. Choose any one of the 

key edges. Let it be .1e  Now, 1e  is exactly adjacent with 3 edges. (i.e.) 2 edges 

from the cycle mC2  and 1 edge from the edges which are incident with the 

central vertex. To place one pebble on each of these 3 edges, 623   pebbles 

are needed in .1e  There are remaining 32 m  edges from the cycle mC2  and 
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1m  edges which are incident with the central vertex. Among these 32 m  

edges from the cycle 2,2mC  edges can be reached by crossing exactly one 

edge on finding the shortest path. Therefore  222  pebbles are needed in .1e  

Remaining 52 m  edges from the cycle mC2  can be reached by crossing 

exactly 2 edges on finding the shortest path. Therefore  5223 m  pebbles 

are needed in .1e  To reach the 1m  edges which are incident with the 

central vertex exactly one edge has to be crossed. Here in this case  122 m  

pebbles are needed in .1e  Altogether, for all the cases considered above 

     12522226 232  mm  pebbles are needed in .1e  All the edges 

except the chosen key edge 1e  have been dealt with. After covering all the 

edges with one pebble, one more pebble has to be placed on .1e  

Hence the cover edge pebbling number of  3,2 mJ m  

      112522226 232  mm  

 .2920  m  

Theorem 2.9. For     .13972,3 ,3,3  mJCPmJ mEm  

Proof.  3,3 mJ m  has 13 m  vertices and m4  edges. For  3,3 mJ m  

the edges of the cycle mC3  for which both the endpoints are not adjacent with 

the central vertex are the key edges. Choose any one of the key edges. Let it 

be .1e  Now 1e  is exactly adjacent with 2 edges which are from the cycle .3mC  

To place one pebble on each of these 2 edges, 422   pebbles are needed in 

1e  because of adjacency. Another two edges from the cycle mC3  can be 

reached by crossing exactly one edge and again another two edges can be 

reached by crossing exactly two edges on finding the shortest path. As a 

whole to reach these four edges    32 2222   pebbles are needed in .1e  

We know that m edges are incident with the central vertex. Out of these 

m edges, 2 edges can be reached by crossing exactly one edge and the 

remaining 2m  edges can be reached by crossing exactly two edges. Also, 

with each of these 2m  edges, a pair of edges from the cycle mC3  are 
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adjacent. In order to reach these  22 m  edges from cycle ,3mC  three edges 

have to be crossed on finding the shortest path. Therefore    1222 32  m  

   4222  m  pebbles are needed in 1e  to reach the edges considered above. 

All the edges which are incident with the central vertex are dealt with. Only 

few more edges from the cycle mC3  are left. In ,3mC  totally there are m3  

edges. Among these m3  edges,  227  m  edges are already dealt with. 

Now,   2273  mm  edges are there to deal with. On finding the shortest 

path four edges has to be crossed to reach these edges. Hence  

   522273  mm  pebbles are needed in .1e  All the edges except the 

chosen key edge 1e  have been dealt with. After covering all the edges with 

one pebble, one more pebble has to be placed on .1e  

Hence the cover edge pebbling number of  3,3 mJ m  is 

           43232 222222222224  mm  

   122273 5  mm  

.13972  m  

Theorem 2.10. For     .167104,3 ,4,4  mJCPmJ mEm   

Proof.  3,4 mJ m  has 14 m  vertices and m5  edges. For  3,4 mJ m  

the edges of the cycle mC4  for which both the endpoints are not adjacent with 

the central vertex are the key edges. Choose any one of the key edges. Let it 

be .1e  Among the m edges which are incident with the central vertex, one 

edge can be reached by crossing exactly one edge and the remaining 1m  

edges can be reached by crossing exactly two edges on finding the shortest 

path. Therefore, the minimum number of pebbles needed to reach the edges 

which are incident with the central vertex is   .212 32  m  Now let us 

discuss the edges on the cycle .4mC  Two edges from the cycle are adjacent 

with the key edge. Another two edges can be reached by crossing exactly one 

edge. One pair of edge can be reached by crossing 2 edges and another one 

pair can be reached by crossing 3 edges. We know that m edges are incident 
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with the central vertex. With each of these m edges two edges from the cycle 

mC4  are adjacent. Among these m2  edges from the cycle mC4  four edges are 

already dealt with. The remaining 42 m  edges can be reached by crossing 3 

edges. Now 429  m  edges from the cycle mC4  are dealt with. Now, 

remaining  4294  mm  can be reached by crossing exactly 4 edges on 

finding the shortest path. Therefore, minimum number of pebbles needed in 

1e  to reach the edges of the cycle is        22222222 432   

      .22294242 54  mmm  After covering all the edges one more 

pebble has to be placed on .1e  Hence the cover edge pebbling number of 

 3,4 mJ m  is  

            443232 24222222222212  mm  

    122294 5  mm  

.167104  m  

Theorem 2.11. For     .659336,3 ,5,5  mJCPmJ mEm  

Proof.  3,5 mJ m  has 15 m  vertices and m6  edges. Let us label the 

vertices of the cycle as mvvvv 5321 ,,,,   in a clockwise manner such that 

  .3deg 1 v  Now  ,55453 mii CEvv   the edge set of mC5  where 

1,,2,1,0  mi   are the key edges. Totally there are m key edges. 

Without loss of generality, let us choose 43vv  to be the key edge. Two edges 

from the cycle mC5  are adjacent with 43vv  to reach those adjacent edges we 

need 22   pebbles on .43vv  There are five pairs of edges on mC5  from which 

one pair can be reached by crossing one edge, another pair by crossing two 

edges, another one by three, next pair by four and another one pair by 

crossing five edges on finding the shortest path. Therefore, to reach these five 

pairs of edges we need          2222222222 65432   pebbles 

on .43vv  Among m edges which are incident with the central vertex, two 

edges can be reached by crossing two edges. Therefore, we need  322  pebbles 

on .43vv  And the remaining 2m  edges can be reached by crossing three 
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edges and for that    422m  pebbles are needed. Also, with each of these 

2m  edges which are incident with the central vertex two edges from the 

cycle mC5  are adjacent. To reach these  22 m  edges of the cycle mC5  four 

edges have to be crossed on finding the shortest path. Therefore, we need 

   5222 m  pebbles on .43vv  The edges in the set  225453  mivv ii  

can be reached by crossing six edges from .43vv  Hence  327 m  are needed. 

Exactly two edges are adjacent to each of the edges of the set 

 .225453  mivv ii  To reach these adjacent edges we need 

   6232 m  pebbles. All the edges except the chosen key edge 43vv  have 

been dealt with. After covering all the edges with one pebble, one more pebble 

has to be placed on .43vv  Hence the cover edge pebbling number for 

 3,5 mJ m  is              365432 22222222222222   

             .65933612323222222 6754  mmmmm  
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